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Credits: 15
Language: English 
Duration:  
from January 18 to April 28 2021
Timetable: 
Face-to-face teaching in classroom Wednesday 
and Friday from 6.30pm to 10.40pm

The course follows a hybrid format with face-to-
face classes in our facilities that are combined with 
distance content (online) without depending on a 
class attendance schedule throughout the week. 

The enrolment will be active from January 1st 2021, 
until the official submission of the student’s records, 
which will be executed on December 31st 2021.

Technical File

The educational planning of all IED Master courses is based on the 
criteria set by the European Higher Education Area (EHEA). IED 
Master employs a system of credits that follows the structure of 
the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS). 
IED issues its own exclusively private Master’s degrees.
Some sessions may take place outside these hours in the 
case of making up for missed classes or extra activities.#1
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#2Introduction
Colour is pure emotion and emotion 
is what drives people. 

Apart from its clearly aesthetic aspect, colour 
truly influences our perception and behaviour. 
Creative professionals are faced with creating 
colour ranges in each project. Designing an 
appropriate language of colour and material 
can strengthen not only our well-being, but 
also our understanding, identity and seduction. 
Our Color & Trim course provides students 
with focused knowledge to make the most 
of its potential in the design sector.
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General Course 
Objectives

 - To plan, create and develop a language 
of colour and material

 - To learn about the universal systems 
defining and organising colour

 - To activate the vocabulary of colour
 - To assimilate methodologies for creating a 

long-lasting brand identity colour strategy
 - To provide students with the tools required to 

anticipate changes in seasonal colours and materials
 - To generate creative opportunities 

from a colour perspective

#3
General Skills 
Acquired
By course’s end students are able to:

 - Use the vocabulary of colour
 - Apply colour to a product or range
 - Apply colour in advance of colour trends
 - Generate concepts from a perspective of colour

#4
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Target 
Audience
Graduates or active professionals from the fields of product 
design, interior design and architecture aiming to learn 
about and extend their knowledge about the specific 
field of colour application, as well as fashion designers 
wanting to professionalise the subject of colour. 

Candidates must present a CV and letter of 
motivation to register for the course. The school 
evaluates each case individually and reserves the 
right to call the candidate in for a personal interview 
if any admission requirements are not met.

Career Outlook
By course’s end, and depending on the student’s profile 
and prior experience, some of his or her possible career 
opportunities are as follows:

 - Color & trim designer within a large company 
(such as car, product or fashion company, etc.)

 - Specialised freelance colour & trim designer 
able to provide services to various brands 
requiring a strategy of colour and material.

 - Designer with own brand whose activity 
is based on creating projects arising from 
research into colour and material.
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IED Master 
Barcelona 
Methodology
IED Master is IED Barcelona’s school of 
continuous training focused on professionalisation, 
specialisation and updating in all aspects 
of design, together with the historical 
and cultural heritage of Italian design.

Our strategy for the future is in tune with 
macro trends at a social, environmental and 
economic level, as well as the changes to 
which society and our environments will 
have to adapt over the next 30 years.

We believe that we can provide answers 
and solutions by training professionals 
who can confront these changes by being 
promoters and creators of innovation 
thanks to culture and design tools.

We view IED Master as a laboratory for research, 
experimentation, innovation and entrepreneurship 
in which students take responsibility for their 
training paths and choose how to build these 
with the support and tutoring of experts. 

IED Barcelona continues to keep a watchful 
eye on changes in society and the demands of 
the professional world. This is why we adopt 
a hybrid academic model with face-to-face 
classes that are combined with distance learning 
content. This model allows for more flexible 
follow-up of content and facilitates learning. 

Face-to-face classes at IED branches connect 
students with their surroundings, with a 
physical and palpable reality that helps them to 
experiment in workshops, create prototypes 
and socialise. In the distance content, students 
work remotely with challenges and exercises 
that can enhance learning, promote critical 
analysis and accelerate the acquisition of 
knowledge in those areas or subjects that 
are more inclined to be taught online. These 
allow students to study without depending on 
a class attendance schedule, without losing a 
connection with the rest of the group and without 
renouncing experimentation or teamwork.

#5 Specific 
Course 
Methodology
The course is divided into seven modules that 
combine notions of culture, technique and project:

 - Introduction to colour
 - History of colour
 - Trim – material language
 - Color & trim brand strategy 
 - Colour trends
 - Colour research
 - Colour project

Manual workshops, visits and talks are also 
held with leading local and international 
figures in the sector in order to share their 
experiences and passion for colour.

A personal project featuring colour is 
completed during the training programme 
by involving more extensive consideration, 
including colour ranges, process sketchbooks, 
research staging and final coloured product.
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#6

Partnership with 
Companies
IED Barcelona is partnered by various selected companies 
so that students can have direct contact with the reality of 
the labour market through visits, talks and presentations.
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#7
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Teaching 
Programme
INTRODUCTION TO COLOUR 

 - Definition and vocabulary for 
designating colour 

 - Hue, saturation and brightness
 - Observing colour, principles of 

optics and functioning of light 
 - Colour reproduction, RGB and CMYK systems
 - Universal colour measurement 

systems according to sector
 - Types of contrast

HISTORY OF COLOUR 
 - Symbolism and evolution, changing values
 - Origin and terminology
 - Creation of new colours
 - Pigments and production
 - Current colour challenges
 - Sustainability and future

TRIM - MATERIAL LANGUAGE
 - Notions of material language
 - Current context of material language
 - Ranges of materials and finishes
 - Material bank
 - Technical processes of finishes and textures
 - Mood board texture tool
 - Textures on the rise
 - Texture according to brand value
 - Contract technical treatments

BRAND STRATEGY
 - Colour and identity
 - Symbolism of colour, emotion and identity
 - Colour & trim designer: role and field of action
 - Brand colour strategy
 - Identity, permanent, seasonal colours
 - Tools to activate colour strategy
 - Building ranges and contrasts for brands
 - Consistency according to scales: product, 

silhouette, collection, sales line
 - Colour and brand communication

*A PROJECT IS COMPLETED IN COLLABORATION 
WITH A COMPANY FROM THE CAR SECTOR

COLOUR TRENDS 
 - Notions of trend
 - Notions of season, renewal rates
 - Trend curve, life and evolution, cyclical periods
 - Tools: mood board
 - Leading sector figures
 - Trend forecasting agencies, tools and services
 - Analysing and identifying colour changes

COLOUR RESEARCH 
 - Colour as a starting point for creative proposal
 - Generating creativity by 

specifically observing colour
 - Strengthening individual expression, 

self-identity and critical capacity
 - Process before result
 - Other uses of colour: identity, signage, 

critical, poetic, emotional, therapeutic...
 - Culture of experimentation
 - From free experimentation 

to marketable product

PROJECT 
The project begins by selecting a specific colour 
to serve as a guiding element throughout the 
course development process. It is filtered 
through each of the different modules taught 
and finally communicated through a staging of 
the creative process and a coloured product is 
completed after thought and consideration.

The project includes: 
 - Own colour range 
 - Process sketchbook 
 - Staging of design process 
 - Final coloured product

MASTERCLASSES
 - Design research based on colour 

and material (Raw Color)
 - Vegetal dyeing research into local 

urban plants (Nina Gautier)
 - Light and colour research applied to 

product and interior design (Antoni Arola)
 - Brand colour strategy for sports sector 

(Marion Lamarque, Decathlon)

Please bear in mind that the

management board of the Istituto

Europeo di Design reserves the right

to change the curriculum in accordance

with any requirements that may arise

as regards its educational objectives.
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Coordinador:
Elisa Padrón
Elisa Padrón Olivé designs and develops 
products that cultivate craftsmanship, 
quality and simplicity. She has always 
been fascinated by handmade items. 
She graduated in product design after 
completing a diploma in technical 
engineering in industrial design and 
began her professional career in the 
sports sector by joining Decathlon’s 
advanced design and innovation team, 
developing projects between France and 
India. At the same time, she discovered 
the study of global trends and her 
passion for colour. Currently based in 
Barcelona, she is in charge of design at 
nanimarquina, fusing carpets of ancestral 
craftsmanship with contemporary design.
elisapadron.com

Teaching Staff 
The teaching structure comprises 
sector professionals from 
various fields of reference.

PERE ORTEGA
Architect
Founding partner of Colour Community 
A graduate of ETSA in Barcelona, 
he shares affinities and interests in 
subjects that include urban planning, 
building, experimentation in lighting 
and conceptualising and designing 
exhibitions and installations.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
pere-ortega-andreu-656a6a5/

EVAMUÑOZ
Colour & trim designer (CMF) specialising 
in trends. She was in charge of colour and 
finishes in the SEAT design team from 
1997 to 2007 and worked in Lamborghini 
as head of colour & trim in 2002-03. 
In 2007, she set up her own design 
studio specialising in CMF: NIROLOC. 
Founding partner of Colour Community.
www.colorandtrim.com
www.colourcommunity.net

Partnerships with:
 - Colour Community
 - Valentine
 - WGSN (digital trend platform) 

Masterclasses
Raw Color  (Christoph Brach 
& Daniera ter Haar ) 
Eindhoven. The work of Raw Color reflects 
a sophisticated treatment of material 
and colour by combining the fields of 
graphic design and photography. 
 
Antoni Arola
His projects have touched upon very 
diverse fields: lighting projects for 
various publishers such as Santa & 
Cole, Vibia, Viabizzuno, furniture pieces, 
perfume containers, interior design 
projects and ephemeral installations.
http://www.estudiantoniarola.com/es

Marion Lamarque 
Colour Manager, Decathlon France 
Member of French Committee for 
Colour (CFC), colour trends.
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/marionlamarque/ 

Nina Gautier 
Undertaking Urtica research project: 
Product design. Material research. 
Plants and colours.

#8
An area specialist 
coordinator is available 
for advice in each 
course and is actively 
engaged in designing 
its curriculum and 
content in collaboration 
with IED Barcelona’s 
teaching department.
The coordinator also 
helps to incorporate 
sector-specific teachers 
and is responsible for 
maintaining relationships 
with companies and 
institutions within 
the knowledge field 
of the course.
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Masters
 

Top quality courses to 
specialise in a certain field 
of design, communication or 
management. Students gain the 
know-how, tools and skills to 
provide professional solutions.
 
 

Postgraduates
 

An opportunity for all kinds 
of design professionals to 
become better qualified.
 
 

Continuing Study 
Programs(CSP)

 

These courses are a 
chance for professionals to 
update and broaden their 
knowledge of design and 
creative methodologies.
 
 
Summer Courses

In July, IED Barcelona offers 
students the chance to live an 
intensive training experience 
thanks to its broad range of 
summer courses. Coming 
to our Summer School is an 
experimental journey through 
different courses in which 
to learn and have fun in an 
international, multicultural 
environment. The courses are 
divided into different levels 
depending on the student’s 
profile: Professional, Advanced  
and Introductory.

60 credits 

30 credits 

15 credits 

At IED Master, a whole range 
of courses are taught to cover 
all kinds of training needs: 
Masters, Postgraduate Courses  
and Continuing Study Programs. 
Courses are organised in 
terms, and can last 3, 6, 9  or 
12 months. This means that 
some courses can be combined 
within one academic year, 
while others may be divided 
depending on how demanding 
and specialised they are.

IED Master 
academic offer

#9 Design 
your own 
learning
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The opportunity 
To combine 
Courses
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#10

Our Partners
IED Barcelona has special relationships with 
institutions and small, medium and large 
companies, which take an active part in projects, 
workshops, talks and activities, with the aim 
of providing the students with knowledge, 
communicating experiences and sharing both 
creative and theoretical aspects with them. 
All the final thesis are carried out as part of a 
collaboration with a company, giving the students 
training in their future profession and helping 
them develop relationships in the labour market.
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IED barcelona 
has 
collaborated 
with more 
than 100 
national and 
international 
companies and 
institutions
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IED community 
services

Vogue Italia 
Harper’s Bazaar

STUDENT CENTER
The aim of the Student 
Center is to offer a welcome 
and consultation service to 
students who need this. It pays 
particular attention to foreign 
students, helping them to adapt 
to their new environment. 
The department wants to be 
a place that helps to improve 
and enrich the experience of 
being a student at the school 
in every way possible

CAREER SERVICES
This section offers students 
the possibility of course-related 
and extracurricular internships 
with companies in their sector. 
It also facilitates contacts with 
the labour market for students 
who have completed their 
studies. It enters into direct 
contact with companies in 
the different sectors: fashion, 
design, communications, 
management, marketing, etc. 
in order to create collaborative 
links and offer opportunities 
of internships and jobs. 

PERSONAL COACHING
Possibility of personal and 
confidential assistance by 
an expert psychologist.

FACILITIES 
Practical work is essential in IED 
Barcelona training, so its premises 
have basically been divided into 
classrooms, workshops and 
laboratories adapted to each area. 
The school’s facilities include: 26 
classrooms, 6 multimedia labs 
equipped with PCs and Macs, 
4 product, interior and transport 
design workshops, 9 fashion 
workshops, one printing centre 
and one photo and video studio.

#11

IED TOOLS
Exclusive tools for the 
IED Community.

School’s students can use 
the software included In the 
Adobe Creative Suite, without 
any additional cost, both in the 
school’s computers and their 
own laptops. Therefore, all 
throughout their years enrolled 
in the school, students can enjoy 
for free the following appli-
cations: Adobe Photoshop® 
CC, Adobe lllustrator® 
CC, Adobe lnDesign®  

All the students can also 
download the Microsoft 
Office 365 for free. lt 
includes the software Word, 
Excel and PowerPoint

School’s students can use 
Autodesk, world leader 
in 3D design software for 
entertainment, manufacturing, 
engineering, etc. Therefore, 
the students can enjoy for free 
applications such as AutoCAD, 
Maya or 3ds Max, etc.

Emerald, enother 
tool currently used 

in the most outstanding 
universities in the fields of 
management, marketing 
and communication, is a 
worldwide editor that connects 
research and practice for the 
benefit of society. Students 
can access to more than 290 
magazines and 2,000 books. 

The whole IED Community, 
from computers in the 
Library, can freely access to 
WGSN, the leading online 
platform to analyse and 
forecast trends in current 
lifestyles and consumption. 

Digital records of famous 
magazines, including practically 
every edition from the very first 
issue to the most recent ones. 
AII of the content has been 
indexed and can be accessed 
via the library computers.

The whole IED Community, 
from computers in the school, 
can freely access to Material 
Connexion, the world’s leader 
database in material innovation. 

The whole IED Community has 
an unlimited Gmail account.
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Fees
Enrolment fee:     1.000€
Tuition fee:     2.550€
Total:      3.550€

For information about reductions on the Tuition Fee 
amount for Anticipated Enrolment please contact 
the Orientation and Admissions Department.

Additional costs associated with the program.
Additional expenses will be borne by the student.
In this course, printing costs of the 
final project are foreseen.

General entry 
requirements
Students must provide the following information:

 - Copy of DNI (Spanish students) or 
passport (foreign students).

 - Copy of university degree (bachelor’s, 
degree or equivalent).

 - Letter of motivation in the language 
of the Master’s degree course.

 - CV in the language of the Master’s degree 
course specifying language and IT skills.

 - Language certificate: Courses in English require 
an intermediate level, corresponding to TOEFL or 
IELTS 6.5. Courses in Spanish require a B2 language 
level. If a prospective student has neither of these 
certificates, his or her language skills will be assessed 
in a face-to-face interview or via a Skype call.

 - Portfolio for creative Master’s degree courses 
and/or admission exercise if required.

#12
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